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ABSTRACT
A conference management system (CMS) is becoming most powerful event manager for handling the international conferences. Several web based conference management systems have been developed in the paradigm of open source, which are used by most of the universities and colleges. All the conference management systems were built on web-servers. The organizing process consists of very time consuming and full of paper work for event handling such as Call for papers, submission of papers by authors, review process, registration process of author and general participants. So an easy to use framework of conference management system is needed to cater the need of the non-technical people. The developed model is easy to handle and automates the process of the events one after the other without intervention of the editor, reviewer and author for developing ready to publish research papers for any organization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Normally, conference management system involves very complicated and time consuming manual operations. In mid-90’s, email become a reliable and cost-effective way to send binary files attachment and it also facilitate the possibility of sending papers electronically instead of sending through post or fax. When submission of paper increases to large extent, the task of dealing with these submissions manually for an organizer becomes difficult. This often results in problems such as noting down the wrong information of author, neglecting some submission unintentionally and slows down the process of conference organization.

Several conferences have been regularly organized worldwide each year. The organizing process involves large amount of users and consists of many major steps such as call for papers, paper submission by authors, reviews on article given by reviewers, author and general participant’s registration. These activities consume resources like distributing papers to reviewers by editor, collecting the reviews results from reviewers, notifying the authors, and general participants registration.

In recent years, more and more conferences turned to online conference management systems. Conference management system typically facilitates the common tasks when organizing a conference described earlier. Generally, the system interacts with the user of which the responsibilities are divided in to four categories:

- Editor: Call for papers, assign papers to reviewers, and to take final decision on acceptance/rejection of papers.
- Reviewers: Reviewing papers and posting of comments back to editor.
- Authors: Submission of full paper with abstract and registration for conference.
- General participants: Register to attend conference but cannot present paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Deniz Derviz Z. et al. [4] analysed conference organization process in details and designed an automated web based conference management system that automates all the main functions needed in the management of conference. The organizing process involves call for papers, reviewing process, author/general participant’s registration with the help of web based conference management system with great ease.

Noimanee Pongsathron et al. [14] discussed about the process involves in organizing online conference. This paper presents an approach to implement a conference management system using web service technology to support the work flow of conference management tasks.

3. SYSTEM DESIGN

Based on the conference management system requirements and the detailed analysis of a new system, the new system must be designed. This is the phase of system designing. It is the most important phase of a system. The logical system design arrived at as a result of system analysis and is converted into physical system design. The logical design produced during the analysis is turned into a physical design - a detailed description of what is needed to solve original problem. Input, output, databases, forms, codification schemes and processing specifications are drawn up in detail. In the design stage, the programming language and the hardware and software platform in which the new system will run are also decided. The design of system has a major impact on the later phases like testing and maintenance.

The design of this proposed application involved:

- Registration of Author cum participants, General participants, Reviewers.
- Devising processing methods and use of software to produce output.
- Determine the methods of data capture and data input such as HTML forms
- Designing input forms for adding new authors, participants and reviewers.
- Designing Codification Scheme.
- Documenting the design.

System design of this proposed system identified the module, specification of these modules, and how they interact with each other to produced desire output.

Various modules identified for the proposed system are as follows:

- Login in module.
- Add new conference module.
- Add comments to paper module.
- List of comments given by reviewers module.
- Assigned paper to reviewers by editor module.
The architecture of conference management system is shown in the Fig [1]
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**Fig1: Architecture of Conference Management System**

### 4. DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The process adopted in the development of online conference management system is based on evolutionary method employed in software engineering. In this an initial implementations is first developed and its substantiality is tested by users. The outcomes of the tests are then used to progressively refine prototype versions of the website in a sequence until such time that the site is satisfy both the user expectations and the Web operators requirements.

The first step is to determine the requirements that described earlier for the Website from the prospective of its users that is, the user’s needs must be identified clearly. This involves identifying the usability requirements.

Conceptual design comes next: this normally involves conceptualising of design and architectural structure at an abstract level. Server pages, databases, and templates may be considered.

The final Website will be based on the prototype designs. Quality assurance tests are then conducted through test plans and usability testing so as to ascertain the Website functionality. The results are then utilised to improve site. Iterations are continued until the stage is reached when the site meets the specifications.

After site has been launched, it must continue to be monitored so that any flaws can be detected and rectified in a timely fashion, taking into account user feedback.

### 5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Management of authors, reviewers and general participants is a very difficult task because of the participation of the authors / general participant from India as well as from abroad. The developed system helps the organiser to manage resources for all these participants and also reduces the paper work, time. Further it provides the facility of archiving the data for future use. The software has been developed by using HTML, JavaScript, PHP and MySQL.

Saving of time and paper work in terms of by putting conference registration online saves time of organiser. Saving of paper work by noting down information of each user like their name, city, place etc. With the help of conference
management system organiser can get the prints of data of registered author cum participant, reviewers, and general participants from database. Organiser or admin can add information related to upcoming conferences of universities it helps the organiser to arrange conference in short time, and user by entering address into address bar can see the schedule of conference. Conference Management System provides facility like Upload paper, Inform about acceptance of paper, Book guest room, Registration Cancellation. Authors can upload paper online and also receives reviews from experts : conference management system not only save time of organiser and also saves time of registered users, users can upload paper online thereby no need to send paper through courier or post. Admin can see the paper by signing in to the system and inform the different user about acceptance of the papers.

The principles of normalization are followed while designing the database so that they ensure atomicity, consistency and integrity among data. The possibility of data redundancy and invalid entries has been eliminated by implementing the validations and checks. Multiple authorized users will be able to login and logout from a web browser. Login checks (username and password) are controlled by administrator. Administrator will have total web based control to completely customize the Conference Management System. The system is user friendly. Most of the information related to conference in system can be added, viewed and updated online per individual rights.

The conference management system is designed to manage conferences and this software allows authors to upload research papers or any other publishing material on server and this software provides the functionality to the reviewers to add reviews for correction in the papers by the author. The role of editor is reduced to the extent that editor selects the reviewer from the list of experts according to expert area and subject area of paper, and then editor can take decision after considering reviews about the acceptance/rejection of papers.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The present study provides the simple model of conference management system, helps in reducing the paper work and handling the events in short span of time. This model can be deployed for conference of any scale. Conference management system is a part of e-governance system of any university as it reduces the time complexity and paper work. Further it enhances access to autonomous system that includes the reviewer’s comments and follows up action on papers and also supports digitization of system which helps to manage conferences in short time as 50% of work is already completed with the help of online conference management system.
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